Arkansas Application Requirements for Engenia™ Herbicide

- Wind Speed: 10 mph or less, less than 3 mph only when no inversion is present
- Boom Height: No higher than 24” above target
- Travel Speed: Maximum travel speed of 15 MPH
- Nozzle: Teejet TTI 11004

Engenia™ may only be tank-mixed with products that have been tested and found not to adversely affect the spray drift properties of Engenia. A list of those products may be found at engeniatankmix.com
Arkansas Buffer Requirements for Engenia™ Herbicide

- 100’ buffer zone in all directions.
- ¼ mile buffer zone downwind from field of application to sensitive crops.
- When adjacent to field of application, buffer can include roads, structures, non-sensitive crops, and fields prepared for planting.
- DO NOT APPLY while wind is blowing toward neighboring specialty crops! (See label for complete list)
- DO NOT APPLY under circumstances where spray drift may occur to food, forage, or other plantings that might be damaged or the crops thereof rendered unfit for sale, use, or consumption.

AVOIDING SPRAY DRIFT AT THE APPLICATION SITE IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE APPLICATOR!
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